REPRIMANDOF LUMBERJACK
Student
Legislative Council
approved a motion last Tuesday
made by Don Crotty

that a written

reprimand be sent to the Lumbereditor expressing ‘“‘SLC’s
jack
for ‘‘poor
concern
continuing
journalism”
in the October 6,
The main com1967 edition.
plaints centered around ad-news
opinionated news
and
ratio,
After the meeting, Tom
Stories.
Osgood, ASB President, enfosced his veto powers over this
motion stating his reasons: SLC
acted without considering this
the third issue, that
only
was
the faculty advisorto the Lumbernot consulted before
was
jack

Council's actions, and the editor

not present or informed of
was
discussion or action conany
cerning the newspaper,

Rich

Winnie spoke in favor of

the motion stating that the Lunberjack has always had problems
such as; a small and inexperi-

enced staff, misconception of the
purpose of the college newspaper,
and lack of funds to do an appropriate job. However, Winnie
felt
that this reprimand would

Ken Fulgham, ASB Vice-President, reported that the constitution revision committee will be
set up this week. He indicated

**jolt’’
the newspaper staff into
accepting its responsibility mare

HSC,

effectively.
In other news,

the

policy

put

in

SLC

approved

for typewriters to be

the Community

Involve-

ment Program office and that they
will be available to the student
body
as well as for general office
work.
Suzi Winter, former
SLC
member
and Board of Fi-

nance member, was appointed by
Osgood and approved by Council,
to be

a member

Finance.
is the

ASB

of the

Board of

The Board of Finance

constitutional body of the

that

is responsible for all

budgetary

matters of the ASB.

Student Council cannot act on the
budget

without

the Board's ap-

proval.

that

a

former ASB

Mr.

is now
fessor

a political science pro
here, will be the advisar

to this group.
Finally,
a

question of the

Demonstration

by

President of

Donald Peterson, who

Policy accepted

President Siemens was rais-

ed.
Last spring SLC acted on
this policy, before Siemen’s actfon,
deleting certain parts and
forwarded it to the President as
Counci!’s position on the Policy.
Dr. Siemens approved the policy
as
was
written by his Ad Hoc
Committee on Student Rights and
Responsibilities.
Mr. Woolley,
repat-large, agreed to write the
President to ask the President
why he accepted the Ad Hoc Committee’s report which was in discord with SLC’s action.

Editors, Advisor Answer
Asked to comment on the SLC
reprimand concerning the student
aewspaper and veto, Professor
M.H.

McClary

.

Lumberjack

ad-

visor, said:
“Of course, I am hurt and
deeply concerned by reports that
SLC has charged us with ‘‘poor
journalism,’
and Jam sure the
Lumberjack staff shares this hurt
and concer.
‘On the other hand, | must

commend

Mr.

Osgood's veto,

which, I understand, was based
on the fact that no advisor or
editor was
present at the discussion
to
answer questions,
Clarify or explain.’
“I would have been eager--and still am--to discuss student
journalism on this campus with
SLC or any other interested perSons, and] know the editors also
are eager to do this.’

‘If 1 understand the complaints
‘correctly, they center on opinion
in the news columns and ona
sloppy paste-up job.’’
‘*The students on this campus

should understand

that the Lum-

berjack is seen as a learning experience in which student journalists are given a wide degree of
latitude (freedom, if you will, to
make
mistakes
and learn from
these mistakes.)
The SLC will
be
interested
to
leam thata
staff meeting and a memo to the
staff from me has sought to clarify the difference between news
reports
and opinion, so we were
already at work on this problem."
“*As to the paste-up, this comPlaint raises a serious problem.
The LJ's budget calls for more
revenue this year than expenditures,
So far, with the budget
Continued on page 2

Foundation Explains
Position On S.S. Fees
By Dr. Donald Lawson
General Manager
HRC Foundation
There >:s ‘een some discussion betwee: : 1)‘ among students,
faculty, soc aa. inistrators ccr-

No. 4

.Ceming

the

so-called

‘‘Fouad-

ation Fee*’ charged during the
1967
summer session. This fee
was charged on the initiative of
the Summer Session Office. The
intent was to obtain funds to repay a $10,000 loan fran the HSC
Foundation to conduct a promotional campaign and activity pro
gtam
lon,
able.

for the 1987 summer sessState money was not avail-

The

Summer Session Office
felt,
and
the HSC Foundation
agreed,
that if more students
could
mer

be attracted
session

be

Legislative

Council

L-R Standing: ist Row; John Woolley, Jeff
Fgegert, Rich Winnie, 3ob Ross, Nave Smith,
Ken Fulgham,
2ad Row; Gary
Rich
Sooth,

Poses

for

Phillips,
Tullar

Lumberjack

were

Don Crotty, Chuck Dvorak, Chip

Range of New Courses

The Experimental College is
as its name implies, anew and
different approach to the concept
of education.
The courses offered are made
available by any student, professor of perhaps a businessman
who is willing to donate his time
to teach it. The curriculuu, offered gives the student a unique op-

portunity to involve himself in an
intellectual area where the students themselves determine the
success and scope of a class.
Courses
are
of the seminar
type and a premium is placed upon student participation and dialogue, with the instructor acting
as a Catalyst for group interaction. There are no grades, credits
of examinations
involved
and
therefore the only compulsion for
a student to attend a class would
be the interest and stimulation
inherent in the course.
Courses offered are as follows:

RELIGION AND THE
CAL CRISIS
Hepler
An

ious

-

the

investigation

religious

POLITI-

Rev.

Cedric

into how

var-

communities

are

dialogue
confronting and having
with the social, economic and po-

litical

crisis

on an international

ing

ceftain

drugs

ana

the scien

scale---Enrollment limited to 15-- tific evidence bearing on their ef
10 a.m. Tuesday in W.C.R.
fects
on humans. 1st meeting,
BELIEF AND UNBELIEF - the 7.15 p.m. in Sci. 112 - the time
Rev. Cedric Hepler
is subject to change.
A seminar on the philosophies
THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESof self-knowledge. Some issues
IDENT KENNEDY; A CRITICAL
to be exan.ined are: the cultural
OF THE WARREN
ANALYSIS

context

of philosophical and re-

ligious presuppositions, the predicament of the identity of the
self,
what
is meant by ‘‘God,"’
and the ‘‘belief’ any unbelief
has. Enrollment limited to 15--2 p.m. Thursday in W.C.R.
JOURNALISM-Don
Tarbet, a
gtaduate student
Practical experience in writing for the Experimental College
newsletter will be the main part
of the course.
THE INDIVIDUAL AND MOD»
ERN SOCIETY - Tim Gaffney
A seminat on problems of individualism
in modetn
society
and how one may adjust to social
conflicts without sacrificing individuality.
Discussion of current happenings
and
selected
readings. 1 p.ti. Thutsday in the
East Conference room of the CAC
DRUGS SCIENTIFIC
AND
LEGAL
ASPECTS -Dr. Frederick Cranston
Examination

COMMISSION
Dierker
Research
the

question,

Kennedy?
Tuesday

and discussion of
kill

‘‘Did Oswald

If not who did? 7p.m.

in Founders Hall, Room

POLITICAL

ACTIVISM - Mike Jayne
in which the particiSeminat
pant will do a project which will

be

delivered

SEMINAR

IN SELF

EXPLORAT

- Dr. KaVere Clawson
This is a study of the individ
ual in social action, the concept
of self and the development of the
self image. Primarily gtoup dis

ION

8

pan.

Counseling Center.

brought

in,

etc., to the

Mondays

in

the

more

course

offerings,

soc-

ial events, etc. Considering incame from the ‘‘Foundation Fee’’
alone, the HSC Foundation faces
a $4,600 loss on its loan to the
Summer Sessions Office (approximately
$12,800 actually spent,
less about $8,200 collected in
‘*Foundation Fees'’.)
The
intent was clearon the
part
of the College and HSC
Foundation
administration that
this fee be voluntary. Review of
the
printed matter relating to
summer sessions and the ‘‘Foundation
Fee" indicates that one
could
interpret the fee as being
obligatory. This is the central
point
of
the concern, and was

discussedby the HSC F aindation
Board
of Directors on October
4 with
the ASB President and
the Faculty President and others
in
attendance. ASB President

mount of publicity be given
opportunity."*

The
should
who

were

voluntary
feel

misled

concerming

nature

of the fee, and

that they

When

Staff “riter

the main

college

problem

students,

810

the office of the HSC

Foundation

General Manager (Administration
Building,
Room 219) beginning
Monday, October 16, 1967.
This offer will be held open
until December 1, 1967.
To aid you in your deliberatton a list of the events sponsored by the ‘‘Foundation Fee’’ is
given below:
Driftwood
Hunt and Beachcombing
Party,
July 9-54 mile
bus trip; Crab Feed (Crab Bouillabaisse) Luffenholtz Beach July
22, approximate cost of meal,
$2.75;
Coed Splash Parties in
College pool; Camera tip, July 8
200 mile bus trip including Jedediah
Smith
State Park; Trip
through Pulp Mill, August 3, bus
trip to Samoa peninsula; All enrolled students were entitled to
enroll in one activity course in

the

P.E.

Department; Salmon

Bake
at Camp Bauer, July 15,
there was barbecued chicken and
barbecued salmon. Approximate

cost of meal, $2.00; Artist in Residence
Lean,

Progtam, Professor Mc
Professor Kerr, opening

in

Gallery ;

the tutor is to establish a strong

is

that kids hate school. Soon they
find out that beneath this hatred
ate the social, economic, and
psychological problems that lead
to his failing in school. Tutots,
whether

not receive

the tutee must have
pect for
the tutor. Therefore, the key fort

tutors begin, they usual-

ly believe

did

the

in value. For those in this category, the procedure for refund is
to fill out the form available at

Key to Tutor
Ry LJ

to this

Board feels that refunds
be gven only to those

and reception

to the class, the

subject of which will be chosen
by the student and pertaining to
the topic. Talks will be given by
individuals
several well-known
who are ot have been active in
politics. 7 p.m. Monday in Found
ets Hall Room 112.

cussion.

of laws govern

REPORT - Williath

112
THE DYNAMICS OF

could

benefit
of all students. Part of
the attraction was to be an augmented
activity and events pro
gram. Attendance was up significantly
over the previous year,
butnot as great as planned. There

Experimental College Offers_

Wide

to the sum-

courses

offered, out-of-the-area auth-

orities

Student

more

Tam Osgood presented a resolution by the ASB Council supporting the refund idea. After discussing
the matter openly and
freely
for almost an hour, the
following
motion was passed
unanimously:
‘*That there be an opportunity
for
refund
of part or all of the
1987 summer session ‘‘Foundation Fee*’ subject to the filing of
a request, on a form to be provided, by those students who paid
the fee; and that a reasonable a-

ot high

school students, try to work with
these kids to give them support
and confidence and to recognize
them as individuals with individual problems. Before any of the
ptoblems ate solved, however,

personal

relationship

with

his

tutee,

These ideas and others were
aiscussed at a HSC Tutorial Progtam meeting Thursday October
5. John Woolley and Walt Sheasby, co-directots for the project
reported that the Tutorial Progtam this year will offet more
freedom to the tutors. Woolley
felt that ‘‘the people who showed
up fot the meeting were truly interested and willing to give the
time and energy needed to build.

Continued on page 3
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Editor

ayne

Editor, Advisor

Yogi Meditation

Continued from page 1
and many suggested that we do
this sort of thing more often.

Editor:

around

here

for entertainment?"*

The answer is, of course, that we
have to create our own enteftainment, and that’s exactly what we
did this Sunday at Mai Kai apart-

ments. About a week ago some of

and

Paul

George.

lies

presented to us, we have seen no
pay paste-up

personnel

Kai only suggests that westudents
here at HSC with minimum planning and organization could be
enjoying much more inexpensive
entertainment than we normally
enjoy. For instance, there are a

‘profit’ for the ASB to use for
other activities. Therefore, staff
members, both those enrolled fa
credit and those working on the
paper as an activity, have been
donating their time in the nonjoumalistic, non-educational work
of pasting up the materialon the
pages to ready them for the printing process.’’

bands

and students

outdoors

when

or have put in long hours on the
paste-up on this volunteer basis

because of the unfortunate

settings--

weather

and still produce at a

“Staff members and the advis-

from gather-

ing together in casual

finan-

ical position in which we have
been placed.''
‘*From my experience as a
professional newsman, | can tell
you
that
no. editor or reporter

pennits,

indoors, such as in the gym, when
itdoesn‘t? For that matter, what's
to prevent students in local offcampus housing from organi zing
and planning inter-housing activities, dances, dinners, etc. We
all gripe about there being nothing to do, yet we all wait for the
other guy to plan our entertainment. Let’s stop waiting around.
Let’s start creating our own entertainment and recreation now,
a Mai Kai resident

Some

could

don’t we? This happening at Mai

tunity to play for informal groups.
It is not only good practice for
them but also good publicity.
What's to prevent some of these

of the students danced while others simply enjoyed sitting back
and listening. Everyone seemed
to be having such a good time
that even passer-bys took notice
and stopped to join in the fun.
The students agreed afterwards
that it was a great way to spend
a usually dull Sunday afternoon,

that we

way

the point--why

number of student bands around
the campus such as Colonel Powerhouse’s which desire the oppor-

the students decided it would be
fun to plan a potluck dinner for
the whole building. Arrangements
were made, and this past Sunday
aftemoon found us all enjoying a
very good meal out in the sunshine in front of the apartments.
In addition to fine food, after
dinner we were fumished live
music by Colonel Powerhouse’s
Magic Elixier and Medicine Show
Band consisting of Don Andrews,
Jin, Chambers, Chuck Bush, John

Cates,

here

And

Here at Humboldt student's
often ask, ‘‘What’s there to do

would

be

is work

arts

required to do this,

It

for paid, trained graphic

people.

And

as far as I

this college is unique in
know,
having this subsidy from the editorial staff."

‘‘T would also like to

point

out
that

that
the staff is green, but
it did manage to produce a
12 page paper before school
started, and an eight page paper
the first week of school. Per-

sonally,

Open Letter Answered

been
Ae

I felt

the staff should

commended for their efforts
at great individual

Editor:
I am writing this letter in rebuttal to ‘‘An Open Letter’’ ap- The

editors

saids

*‘With regard to the criticism
of the Lumberjack by some Stud-

but I do believe the students of Humboldt State should be ex-

_

potas a

ment

in

Vietnam.

knowledge

motivating

My rebuttal will be in the form of comment on some of the OR
misleading

ter.’’

statements

made

by the authors of ‘‘An Open

Let-

They charge we are engaged in an immoral conflict.

agree.

The

Communist

North

China,

Vietnamese

have

been

government

very

immoral

and

I

its sponsor

throughout,

with

planned (not accidental) bombings of innocent civilians and
methodical assassination of South Vietnamese political, educational, and civic leaders who opposé their viewpoint. As for
ourselves being in South Vietnam, we are there at the request
of and with the permission

of the

legally constituted

govern-

se

was the primary

factor."

I fe odov get peep

issue

the

proper

ak

procedure, par-

ticularly for an elected public official,
proach

would

have

been
to ap-

the editor and the advisor

°fproblems
this newspaper
and discuss
the
from both
points
of
view.

Then, if actual problems
did exist that could be handled
by Student Council it would be
appropriate to bring the problems
before the general body for act-

ment of that country. Why? Study the short history of South
ion. "*
Vietnam and you will learn that it is fighting for its independ“The Lumberjack
this year
ence and cannot do it without help. Is aiding the South Viet- has found itself in a cross-fire of
paradoxical
positions. On one
namese to retain their independence immoral? If so, what is
hand the newspaper has ceftain
the authors’ definition of ‘‘moral?’’
budget responsibilities which reMessrs. Woolley, Henry. Sheridan and Morse state that the
quire a small profit at the end of
Vietnamese conflict i3:a civil war. In the dictionary this is de- the fiscal year.
On the other
fined as a ‘‘war between

the

political

factions or regions within

same country,’’ yet our soldiers and marines are daily en-

gaged in deadly conflict with North Vietnamese troops.

Would

hand there is a more binding com-

mittment to a quality of joumalism and a quality of education.’
**Last week's four page paper,
overburdened with ads, short on

the authors of ‘‘An Open Letter’’ classify the sporadic conflict
Egypt and Saudi Arabis (over Yemen) as a civil war? I think news, and almost void of editanot, even though all involved are Arabs.
How can they then ial comment was an example of
the concem
to meet the budget.
consider the struggle between two countries, viz., North and The
limitations that such a methSouth Vietnam, as a civil war? If the Viet Cong had been vic- od of operating places upon us
tortious in South Vietnam,

does anyone

seriously doubt that Ho

Chi Minh would be calling the shots in the south as he does in
the north?
The authors accuse our nation of being imperialistic, which

means that we have a policy of acquiring and holding colonies
and dependencies. How many countries have we taken over in
the last 20 years. Once this conflict is settled, do you really
think we are going to take over both Vietnams? If so, why.
so we can have more rice?
Did we keep Germany? Japan?
South Korea?
‘*An Oper Letter’’ states that Vietnain has no consequences

on our security.
Cannot we ever learn from history? What
happened to the Rhineland, Ethiopia, Austria, Czechslovakia
because no resistance was made to their seizure? What we
got was WW 11. If we leave South Vietnam, as the authors imply we should, will that be the end of it-with no consequences
to the US? What happened to Thailand, Malayasis, Indonesia,
India?
When must we step in again, on a bigget scale, to
answer their call for help? Or do we wait for our old friends,
the Phillipines, or our new friend, Japan, to be threatened before weopen our eyes to what is happening?

‘Kn Open Letter” screams for peace, but at what price?

If we leave South Vietnam without securing its independence,
what will happen?

Not only Ky and Thieu will be executed by
contifued

on page 3

had led the editorial staff to be
committed first to the joumalism
of the newspaper, and second to
its
fiscal
responsibility. So,
what valid criticism there were
by SLC members should be remedied as the Lumberjack becomes

more

Interests Students
Mahariskhi
eptember

cluded

Mahesh Yogi on

27 in Berkeley, con-

his

eighth world tour

emerging from his Himayan homeland w spread throughout
the
world transcendental
ieditation as prescribed in his

book ‘‘The Science of Being and
the Art of Living.’’
Humboldt
English
professor, Dr. E.L.
Squires, who has consented to be
advisor for a student meditation
society,
four curious students,
and I made the trip down to the
bay city to witness this event.
We first met the Maharishi and
is following at the Oakland airport and attended the news conference held for him there. Later at the Berkeley Community
Theatre we were among the group

of some 300 tured away for lack
of
in

room. Undaunted we sneaked
through
the backstage enance and managed to catch his
speech.
His presentation was

uite impressive.

He articulated

is points clearly demonstrating
in the process a pleasant sense
f humor and a remarkable amount
personal warmth.
Accarding
to the Maharishi,
the transcendental meditation alws the thinking mind to expand
the
source of
consciously
to
thought which is found to be an

inexhaustible reservoir of energy

pearing in the Lumberjack edition of September 29. I have no
delusion of converting the authors of that letter to my position.

posedto more than one viewpoint concerning our tragic involve- of

Kong?

adept at trying

to

balance
the
administrative responsibilities with the responsibilities to quality joumalism.’’
“Sull,
it is disturbing that
some members were so hasty and
anxious in theif criticism.’’

‘‘This newspaper is aware that
there are certain faults to be overcome both in substance and in
ptocedure.
The quality of copy,
far instance, could stand imptovement
as could the copy of any
newspaper that has an educational function. With respect to this
problem only practice and opportunity will setve as solutions.'’
“The
problem with the technology of the newspaper is a different matter, Staff members each
week must devote their time and
enetgy (time that could be spent
with the joumalistic aspects of

and intelligence.

Maharishi

sees

transcendental

meditation

is for

modem man so that he may function at his fullest potential in our

modern

world,

This

method

re-

quires neither extensive training
or strictritualistic discipline,
thus
gains
its popular appeal.
Fifteen minutes of meditation in
the morning and at night is all

that

is

necessary.

Its purpose

is to enhance the ‘‘good things i
life’’ not to abstain from them.
However, if the average person i
to be truly enlightened I would
suspect he would find his concept of good appreciably altered
in the process.
The
Maharishi’s
recent acceptence by the Beatles, archprotagonists of the “turned-on"’

world, has had a profound affect
on his recent popularity. The
word went out and the Beatles
got the message, as reported in a
recent edition of Time magazine.
Explained Ringo, ‘‘The four of us}
have had most hectic lives.
We
have found something now which
fills the gap. Since meeting his
holiness | feel great.’’ Jonn saiu

‘‘If we had met the Maharishi before we had taken LSD we wouldn't
have
needed
to take it.'' The

Beatles plan to spend four month@
in Kashmir
at the Maharishi's
Academy of Meditation. You will
have the opportunity to judge for
yourself the affects of transcen-

the problem of modern man to be

dental

a loss of contact between his inmompost self and his outer active
self,
objectified himself by the

when the Beatles release their
new album which inside sources
acclaim as ‘‘out of sight.’’
Other notables enchanted with
Maharishi include Mia Sinatra and
her sister who also plan to make
a pilgrimage to Kashmir. In California there are 900 members in
UCLA meditation society and already 300 at Berkeley. The universal nature of the Maharishi's
message is evident by the recent
growth of transcendental medi tation groups in major populations
throughout the Western World.
To re-iterate, the Maharishi
likens the innerself to the root
which transports the sap of the ind
nermost self to the outer being,
tue tree.
Ina spiritual sense
then, the sap, infinitesimal and

objects

he has created, and fin-

ally alienated from his essence.
The
Maharishi’s
philosophy is
‘ne of action, to improve
one’s
actions through inner awareness
of one’s
self.
Aware of one's
nature,
above and
beyond
the

daily

stresses

of life, makes for

a kinder more loving individual.
A further claim of the method is

the expansion of intellectual and
creative
ence of

capacity by the experiincreasing energy and

and clarity of mind.
The Maharishi personally trains
his teachers who thengo out and
administer his method to its will-

ing recipients.

The short intim-

ate relationship between pupil
and teacher is necessary before
beginning transcendental meditation in order for the student to obtain
his
montra, essentially a
word selected by the teacher to
fit the character and personality
of the pupil. Most forms of Yogi
have
a_
focal point from which
meditation
can proceed. Some
forms concentrate on the third eye
or the throat etc.
The Montra
performs sucha function in transcendal meditation, except that it
is not to be an object of concentration. The Maharishi feels that
concentration during meditation
festricts
the
mind
and that if
transcendence
is to occur the
mind must be free to travel. Travel from word to thought to source
to thought, tanscendence.
The basic practical difference
between
transcenta! meditation
and other forms of
$
faper) to tediously pasting
stories in place, a job which not
only has absolutely nothing to do
with joutnalism, but is in addition
a tesult of a plan to save
the
student body money.
Thus for
those
members of SLC who arte
critical of the technical aspects
of the Lumberjack we invite them
to a ‘‘paste-up session’ where
they will learn why all the headlines aren't straight on the page.
If Student Council would approptiate
money
to pay a working

staff of ‘‘paste-up"’ men, the tegulat Lumberjack staff would have
an incteased amount of time to
work on the journalistic part of
the newspaper.’

meditation

on

creativity

infinite, is where ‘‘its’’ at.

The

hippie
may
get
there through
drugs, but the problem is he can't
stay,
besides
some drugs are
dangerous.
With the Beatles renouncing LSD and claiming the
attainment of greater heights than
ever through transcental meditation, it will be interesting to note
the ensuing course of the age of
drugs, post transcendental 1.editation.

For those who are ready for
Spiritual exhaltation, an on-cam-'
pus student meditation society is
in formation.
I urge the interested student
to give himself a try. The Rev.
Cedric Hepler, campus minister,
endorses

this

endeavor

stating

that he will be an.ong the first wo
participate. For further information contact Dr. Squites in Room
209B of Founders Hall.
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College Union Board
Receives Progress Report
The College Union Board for
the 196748 academic year held
its firet meeting October 8 in the
President's
Conference
Room
and heard a CUB progress report.
This year’s chairman of the
Board is Bill Wright. Concerning

the program.°’

accounting

the progress on the Union, Wright

said, ‘Presently, the architects
for the Union, Trump and Sauble,

the investigation of College Union structure financing among the

working

on

the

drawings."’

Wright added that as soon as they
have completed the drawings,
they must be approved by the California State College Trustees
who seek the finances.
He also stated that the completion of the Union is tentatively
set for 1970.
For the first time during regisstration, Humboldt students began paying the subscription fee
to amortize the forthcoming loan.
Each student will pay $2, $2, and
$1 for the Fall, Winter, and Spring
Quarters, said Wright.
This year Wright has formed
the CUB membersinto committees.
According
to
Wright,
‘‘These
committees will make it so much
more can be accomplished with
gteater depth by these small committees, instead of just theregular
Board meetings.'’
These committees consist of
the Building Committee, Finance
Committee, Community Relations

Committee,

Administrative

Oper-

ations and Procedure Committee,
and Alumni Committee.
The chairman of the Building
Committee is Jerry Broyles. Other
members on his committee include
Terry Jackson, Cheryl Bonano,

and Dorothy Bissell. The purpose
of the committee is to formulate
policy for a College Union organization and physical structure.
Harold Hartman is chairman of

Changes for ’67
Homecoming
Several
changes
have been
made in the 1967 Homecoming
plans according to the list of

activities

made

public

by

Rich

Winnie, General
Chairman
for
Homecoming.
This year, the football game
has been changed from evening
to afternoon. The rescheduling

Walt Sheasby will be the director of a center in Manilla. It
was discussed and proposed that
&@ structure of same sorts be procured in Manilla to be used as an
activities center. Sheasby indicated that once there is a building
available, it will allow the tutees
and tutors to get together outside
their school and home enviorn-

system

from manual and machine to a
computer system. Another duty is

are

}

the

ment.

Finally the idea of offering a

existing and planned college un-

class in Tutorial work through the
Experimental College was discuss:
ed. The general consensus was
to use this class as a seminar to

ions throughout the state.

The chairman of the Community
Relations Canmittee is Tim Stew-

discuss social and psychological

art. Other members on his committee are Jon Mitts, Kay Chaffey,
and Charles Bush. The main function of this committee is to prepare and release all news of the
College
Union
Progress.
This
committee will also publish at
least once a quarter a report to
college community citizens.
Bill Pass is chairman of the
Administrative
Operations
and
Procedure Committee. Other members on his committee are Dr.
Donald Lawson, Bush, Dr. Robert
Ewigleben, and Smith. The main
duty of this committee is to recommend policy to the Board on all
administrative questions.
The final committee is the Alumni Committee headed by Jon
Mitts. Other members on his committee are Chaffey, Bonano, and
Bissell. This committee's main
purpose is to investigate for the
College Union that which can best
serve HSC alumni. Another duty is

that kids who enter the

program

might

have.

educational

would

be

Hopefully,

understanding

developed,

therefore,

the tutor would be better equipped to work with his tutee.
Anvone
interested in doing
some good for the community and
himself, should drop by the Tutorial Project office in room 5 of
the east wing of Nelson Hall and
pick up an application.

Foundation cont'd

Theatre on campus. Visiting playwright David
Mercer,
Plays:
“Eh?", “Belcher’s Luck,” “Aultomobile Graveyard,’’ and second
showing
of “‘Eh?*’ Dates: June
30, July
1, July 28, August 4,
July 29, August 5, July 30, and
August 2. Open Lecture: Samuel
Astrachan; Summer Art Show and
Open Music Forums; Student Art
Exhibit, painting, drawing, pottery, jewelry, and
photography
classes; Salnon Fishing Derby,
Prizes: $100 first prize, $35 second prize and $25 third prize.

on gifts to the College Union.

Continued

problems
an

to formulate an acceptable policy

Letter

Variety of Flicks Set

Tutorial cont'd

the Finance Committee. Other
members on his committee are
William Pass, Janene Krueger,
and Jim Smith. Some of the prime
duties of this committee is to
change

from

-

page

2

people who have opposed the invasion

and

many

4—
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SMITTY‘S

ma and popular flicks. Included

on the program will be three free
movies, an Experimental Film
Night, and an Old Time Flicks
Night.
This

year

the

major

attract-

ions will be ‘Caine Mutiny’ with
Humphrey Bogart, ‘Lord Jim’ with
Peter O'Toole, ‘Requiem for a
Heavyweight’ with Anthony Quinn,
and ‘Behold a Pale Horse’ with
Quinn, Omar Sharif and Gregory
Peck.
The free movies are ‘Seance
on a Wet Afternoon’ with Kim

Stanley,

‘The

Servant’

also featuring Fields. This pro
gram will be on April 9.
On May 18 a series of experimental films will be shown. The
movies to be presented are: ‘Life
and Death of a Hollywood Extra’;
‘Plastic
Haircut’;
‘House
of
Cards’; ‘Landscape of the Body’;
and ‘The Critic’.
All movies will be shown in
Sequoia Theatre starting at 7:30
pwn.

Patronize
Want

LJ

Ads

and ‘Red

Desert’. The other movies will
cost twenty-five cents apiece.
The offering this quarter is:
Seance on a Wet Afternoon’ on

October

10;

‘The

Servant’

on

October
17; Cry
the
Beloved
Country’ with Sydney Poitier on
November 7; and ‘Sundays and
Cybelle’ on November 21,
The movies for the rest of the
year are: ‘Man in a Cocked Hat’
and ‘Case of the Mukkinese Battlehorn’ (a Sellers Double Bill);

‘Behold
Lake

a

Pale

is Missing’;

Horse’;

‘Bunny

‘Requiem

for a

Heavyweight’;
‘Caine Mutiny’;
‘Lord Jim’; and ‘Red Desert’.
The Old Time Flick Night will
feature
‘Chaplin
Program
D’',
‘Cops with Suster Keaton, ‘The
Fatal Glass of Beer’ starring W.

C. Fields, and ‘The Barber Shop’

from the north.

I would

but

Money"’

many

students

who

protest

our

involvement

in

Vietnam will accept this defense loan without a qualm.
Finally. and contrary to the ‘Open Letter’’ charge, we are
not ‘‘killing a generation of Americans.’ A generation, in the
US consists of 59 million people. We have lost, to the sorrow
of all of us, 19,000 of our finest youth in Vietnam, but that is

able.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas F. Wattle

of the

RES

Assistant Professor
Humboldt State Collexze
SSSEEEREEEEEEEEEEEEESE

SWEATER.
SEEKERS !
If having
sweaters

makes

lots of
you feel safe

and secure...our

great

new fall collection
will see you through
thick and thin.

fo

Kents... 604

“F" STREET
EUR®“A, CALIFORNIA

a

PSSSSSSSSSSESSESSESEBSESESEBEBSEBVSRSE

Skidoo’®

The College Union Board will
present its’ movie series again
this year. The highly successful
series will feature both art cine-

estimate about 70,000 men and women would be ruthlessly deprived of life. This is the price of appeasement, and we will
have to live with the memory and shame of what we have done.
But we will have peace, and, with it, more money in the NatIt will pe ‘‘Blood
ional Defens2 Education Loan Prograr:.

HRAEARARARARARAERKRARARAREARARARKRKRERAE

‘**67

scheduled activities are being
planned with
a Roaring
20's
theme.
Some of the events planned for
Friday, October 27, of the festival weekend include a variety
show at noon, a Keg Hunt at
2 p.m., a J.V. Football game at
3 p.m. anda spaghetti feed at
pom.
That evening, there will be a
bonfire and snake dance at 7:30
and a casual dance with music by
Us Inc. scheduled for 9.
Saturday's activities begin at
10 a.m. with a pafade through
downtown Arcata, the HSCCal
Aggie game at 1:30 and post game
alumni and club receptions and
dinners.
Homecoming
will
culminate
with a semi-formal dance at Eureka Inn at 9 p.m.

For C.U.B. ’67-’68 Series

the North Vietnamese regime, but also ail those leaders of the

not a generation by a long shot.
To summarize, it is regrettable that we have become so
had been requested by the past deeply involved in Vietnam, but now we must see it through
three Homecoming Chairmen to because the consequences of our not doing so are unaccept-

facilitate the planning of club
activities following the game.
The theme for Homecoming is

Page 3
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ewhere Fashion is always Higher than Price,
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Open Sam - 12pm
Open Fri & Sat lam

BARNES
DRUG
‘On the Plaza’

Sunday October 15
Another in the

DIRECTOR'S FESTIVAL
Josef Von Sternberg’ s

You will fiad all of
your cosemetic needs
““scccoit fuses the
charming natutalism of

Marlene Dietrich
and the gutty expressionism of
Emil Jaanings
intoa hatsh slice of realism.°’
08 o6 0 2050550

C8eeseoee

Friday & Saturday October 19&14

Michael Caine in

FUNERAL IN BERLIN
John Wayne

BARNES DRUG
Arcata

Robert Mitchum

HSC Faculty Display Their Works in Art Building

in a two man

show

PAINTING

in

show

consists of two
by

Tom

Knight,

a

cassein
college by Max Butler,
two
acrylic paintings by Glenn
Berry, three Raku pots and one
reduction fired stoneware pot by
Reese’
Bullen, one etching and
te o serigtaphs by William Ander-

son,

a polished aluminum sculp-

ture by Bill Thonson, two metal
and one metal and wood sculptures by Bruce Newell, a wood,
aluminum,
and plexiglas sculpture and an acrylic painting by
Paul Tetzner.

by Paul

Tetzner

;

their work
January.

The

photographs

4

The works of eight members
of the HSC art department including two new members, William Anderson and Bruce Newell, are on
display in the gallery of the Art.
Home
Economics Building. The
show
will
last through October
27. William Anderson and Brice
Newell will be showing more of

Photos

by

Lou D’Aria

PAINTING

Lay-out

POTTERY

by Resse

by

Bob

by Glenn

Berry

Leonard

Bullen

ALUMINUM

SCULPTURE by Bill Thomson

Page &
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Forestry Club Fights

Sequoia Masque

Fires,

Slates Alchemist

Builds Trail

by Terry Jackson
The activities of the Forestry
Club have often been both praised and criticized. This year the
Club is setting out to establish
a record of good taste and service
above reproach.

John Stanberry
INSURANCE

The
Humboldt
Hotshots, a
subsidiary of HSC Forestry Club,
is a crew offorty men trained and
organized

for the suppression of

wild land fires so common in the
north during the fall months.

The

crewhas been active since 1957;
they are available upon request
to any agency requesting such
aid, They were a major factor in

the control of the Petrolia fires

All Forms Of Insurance
1020 G Arcata - 822-4657

several
years
ago, and of the
Gasquet Mtn. Fire.
Last year the Club Foresters
began
their own blood bank to
serve the nceds of former graduates, the local timber industry,
and anyone in need of a transfusion. Since its establishment
it has held as much as the College
bank
and
occassionally

more,

BE

WISE

for your BEST BUYS
Sporting
New

Goods

& Used Furniture

PHONE

VA 2-3004
ARCATA

The Annual Ring is published each year by volunteers from
the Club. It is now the only annual published on campus, and is
done entirely by the Club members
without
benefit of pay or
credits.
It includes
the usual
pictures of the Graduates, faculty, and Club activities, and
also features a written record of
the local happenings and several

technical
articles. Short coverageis provided the Forestsy Honor Fraternity, the Alumni Assocjation, and the Forestry Mates.
Now in the planning stage is
a nature
trail for the Arcata
Community Forest, a project worked out in cooperation with the
Arcata City Council. The Foresty Department will handle all the

The Alchemist, a 17th century
comedy written by Ben Jonson,
will be presented November 2nd
through November 5th as the first
Sequoia Theatre production of
1967-68.
The play, however, will not be
done
strictly asa 17th century
production. Each cast member is
free w interpret his character and

planning and

tails, while the City will provide

Play it in the period and style he
wishes.
This means that there

the necessary materials. The pro-

will be close to a 300 year range

construction

de-

ject will probably take about
two years to complete. Presently plans are being made for trail
location,
specifications, and
features to be included.
As a service to the community
and especially to the College

students

the Club

sponsors the

Forester’s Ball. This is a semiformal dance held each year at
the Eureka Inn. All students are
invited, and special invitations
are sent to members of the local
industry. Thus far it has been a
very well-received event.
Along the same lines is Lumberjack Days, an annual affair
in the spring months which the
Associated Students fund and the
Club does all the work for, with
notable help from the Spurs and
I.K.'S.
The Club tries in many other
ways to serve the community of
which it is a part. We are an organization dedicated to good fellowship, mutual understanding,
and the profession in which we

in

costume

styles

and make-up.

There will also be a considerable
updating of the names of cert in
characters and the obsolete terms
in the script.
For example, instead of using the term ‘‘scoundrel,*’ a favorite of the 17th century, ‘*President Johnson’ is being inserted, a favorite of the
20th century.
Considerable experimentation
is being incorporated into “The
Alchemist’’ and it promises to
bring distinction to HSC'’s drama
department.
The
Fantastics,
which has
been the longest running of all
off-Broadway New York productions, will be presented by HSC’s
drama department December 7th
through
December 10th as the
second Sequoia Theatre production.

This is the first year colleges
and other institutional and amateur groups have been allowed to

buy

the royalties

tastics.'’

for ‘‘The Fan-

Up until this time,

the

instance of professional product-

serve,

ions
of
tendered

this play in California
it unavailable to amat-

eur use.

ELIXIR MEDICINE
‘‘Col.

Open to all families
regardless of religion
creed or race

ARCATA FIRST
BAPTIST CHURC
1700 Union

822-0367

Powerhouse’s

Magic

Elixir Medicine Show Band’’ promises to be one otf the most exciting sounds to hit HSC in a long

time.

The band had been together
for only a few days when asked

to play a last minute cancelation
at Danish Hall last Sat. night and

displayed

a

remarkable

ability

for sponteneity
and creativity
which was enjoyed by both the
musicians and the audience.

Their first scheduled appearance will be at the CAC on Oct.
19 from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. For
bookings call either 822-1980 or

822-5625.

= DA,

The Fantastics was suggested
by the play, Les Romaesques,
by
Edmund Restaud. The book
and lyrics are by Tom Jones, and
the music was written by Harvey
Schmidt.
. The box office will be open
for tickets to The Alchemist beginning

October

25th from 10 to

12 and 1 to 4,
All

Sequoia Theatre product-

ions are free to students with a
student
body card and reserved
seats are also available on this
basis:
season tickets $6.00 for
six plays will be available after
October 16th. General adniission
is $1.50.

Best Potential
Teachers Sought
The Woodrow Wilson National
Fell owship Foundation is inaugerating an experimental
program
this year to identify the 1,000

best

qualified

as potential

col-

lege teachers. HSC students must
be nominated by their teachers
before Oct. 21, and will then file
their credentials with the selection Committee by Nov. 20.
The
deans
of all graduate
schools in the U.S. and Canada
will receive the names of these
1,000 students selected as Wood-

tow Wilsop Designates. One
dred first year graduate

hun-

fellow-

ships will be awarded to students
from among the list. In addition,
the Foundation is offering two
hundred annual dissertation fellowships in the humanities and
social sciences to graduate students who are ableto complete a
doctorate within four years.
All
interested
seniors
and
gtaduates, who feel they may be
qualified,
should consult their
major’s advisor immediately for
details.

TV Dept . Has
Project

Major

Public programming on KVIQ
Channel 6 is one of the television
department's major projects to be

started this year. ‘‘The demand
for college help is there, and we
just have to
Barry Winters,

meet it,’’ stated
Instructor in tele-

vision and cinema.
The main purpose of present-

Stadent Charge Acceuats

ing these programs

al

up te $20

EQUIPMENT,
lac.

enrichment

is the cultur-

of the area. The

programs will

exploit

activities

originating on campus. Included
will be art exhibits, music and
the

theatre.

vantages

Those

now

cultural

available

ad-

chiefly

to HSC student will soon be open
to the comnunity, via channel 6.
Along with the value of enrichment for the area, the broad-

Casting students
see

U.S. Pest Office Open 9— 8:30 everyday

I
|

|

Bine Chip Stamps

ALOR’S PHARMACY

Phone 622-2025
| PRESCRIPTIONS
11563 ‘'G’’ STREET
ARCATA, CALIF.
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN 9-9 EVERYDAY

the results

will be able to
of their training.

This quarter will be devoted to
building up the television opera“Where Geurmets Meet
for the Ultimate
in Dining”

Wes
Bella

3 miles
nertn
of
Arcata atop Getla
Vista Hill

Vista Inn

LUNCHES

DANY

— 12 NOON

TO MID.

NANQUETS, RECEPTIONS, PARTIES,
CATERING, LUNCHEON PARTIES

PHONE 639.3395

Your Host: €. 4. “Pete” Petersen
Alweys the finest in wines, liqueurs
and liquors

All Major Credit Cards

tion to a professional level. ‘‘Quality is most important now," stated Winters. The broadcasting de-

partment has excellent facilities
and a good faculty,’* added Win-.
ters ‘‘and we hope the projects

such as these will help to enlarge the field as a major.’’
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WOMEN

TRAIN

LUMBERJACK

FOR HOCKEY
Clinic

At Chico

Opening
Humboldt
field hockey

Event

State’s women’s
team journeyed to

Chico for a clinic October 7.
TheClinic was held at Pleasant Valley High School in Chico.
The teams spent all day Saturday participating in various as-

pects of the sport of fieldhockey.
A demonstration game was

played
nia

by two Northern Califor-

Field

Hockey Association

teams.
After the demonstration game
the teams were split up for section practice. Later they rejoined
for team practice. All instruction
was done by members of club
hockey teams.
Although this was a learning
situation, Humboldt played three
games. They won one, and tied

3 barbers to serve you

885 “H" St.

ARCATA

two.

Players from HSC who attended this clinic were: Abby Abinanti, Muffy Cooper, Lynn Forson,
Ellen Gardner, Carol Hill,
Freddie Lamb, Faye Mendenhall,

EM

S

MaRS

a

yy pra

ty

ee
‘Muity Cooper, Sllen Gardnen(Sap- Perkins, (tnird row) Abby Abinanaif), Carol Hill, (second row) td (manager), Lynn Forson, Cinda

oa

Dr. Leela Zion is the coach of
hockey

The members of

team.

(bottom = row) Faye Mendenhall,

Tunic

Van user, and Freddie Lamb.

Wamer, Pat Susan, Barb

Lyne

the team are from left to right;

Perkins,

Barbara

Se
The

Pat

Susan,

waa, ; Lyon w Warner y

team

was

ARCATA

COLOR CENTER
---Artists Supplies

eee
—

.

accompanied

=, ie, Evelyn Deike, who is a

member of the Physical Education

1507 G Street-Arcata

staff,

Clad

SCUBA DIVING COURSE
$39.00

Players

are

ADVANCED SCUBA COURSE
$65.00
CERTIFIED INSTRUTORS — NAUI — NASDS

in Action

HSC

CALL 442-5305

GIFTS

PET SUPPLIES

mccrumeanse |
——M

ATTENTION | |
COLLEGE STUDENTS! | | “‘”eorm Be
Old Indian Saying i

ee

Walk less and
Get the

DRIVE-IN

FEATURING:

Best

GROSSMAN'S 4
BARBER SHOP
1166 H ST. ARCATA

=

i;

.

Closest to You

NorthTown

TEEN BURGER

:

with Bac-o-chips

|

1121 Myrtle Ave.

Eureka

FEED

HOUSEWARES

SEELY & TITLOW CO.

2m wa &

HEY
GANG!
tneerstow.
An

HARDWARE

ARCATA

10th & "I"
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SAC INVADES REDWOOD BOWL
Humoldt State Seeks First League

Basketball So Soon!
Basketball hopefuls start tryouts
for Humboldt State's 1967-

68

team Monday, November 16,

at 6:00 p.m. in the men’s gym.
Coach
Dick Niclai plans on
keeping 15 men to suit up for the

varsity.

A new twist has been

added
to the junior varsity progtam. Both sophomores and fresh-

men

will be able to compete

on

the
J.V.
coaching.

squad with Pat Patton
Trainer Ced Kinzer

completes

the staff.

Seven lettermen will be returning
for play this year. All of
them are seniors. They are: Pete

Petersen, Ray Curtis and Connie
Seymour
at forwards; Charley
Johnson, Clint Bainbridge, Steve
Rocca,
and Dick Dowling playing the guard positions.

Dowling

was the Far V'estern

Conference

scoring leader and a

first

He was also chosen

member

of

the All-Conference

team.

HSC Athletes’
Grades

letic field.

Over 230 athletes, representing the 12 sports participated in
at HSC, compiled a fine 2.5 grade
point average for the past school
year. With majors ranging all the
way
from
Art to Zoology, the
2.5 athletic GPA was right on the
Humboldt State College cumulative grade point average of 2.5. In
fact, during the season of competition, athletic grade points were
above the institutional average of
2.53 for men students. Athletic
GPA's during the season of competition for each of the 12 sports
was a high 2.577.
Heading the list of GPA's was
the
cross
country team with a
yearly
average
of 2.746 anda
season of competition average of

3.238.
Other athletic teams and their
cumulative GPA
and season of
competition GPA include: swimming and water polo with a 2.578

yearly GPA including a 2.724 season GPA for water polo and a
2.559 season GPA for swimming;

football

2.576;

varsity

with

2.574 and

basketball 2.565

and 2.572; tennis 2.545 and 2.812;
golf

2.540

and

2.682; track 2.5

and 2.690; varsity baseball 2.439
and

2.532;

junior

selections. Seymour

plac-

ed second among FWC rebounders
for the 1966-67 season.

Humboldt

opens their season

with Oregon College at Monmouth,
Cregon
December 1. A 26 game
schedule,
excluding tournament
gaines, is planned fcr the Lumberjacks.
The Jacks first home

gane_

will be played December

8 against Oregon Tech.
Fourteen games will be played at Humboldt this year. There
will also be 14 league games to
be
played. March 2, will be the
last game for the Jacks when
they
go against San Francisco
State.
The
J.V.'s are scheduled to
play
independent men league
teams,
high schools, and other
conference
J.V.
quintets. The
Mt. Lassen J.C. is the first J.V.
opponent slated.

Starts

Intercollegiate volleyball for
women got underway last week.

Humboldt State Co lege athletes scored a victory for both
athletics
and scholarship during
during the past 1966-67 school
year with a fine showing in the
Classroom, as well as on the ath-

varsity basket-

ball 2.418 and 2.493; junior varSity football 2.398 and 2.363;
and wrestling 2.330 and 2.351.
Athletes actually did better
during their season of competition
than during the off season.
The number of partici pants in

each sport who made up this sur
vey include: baseball 33, varsity
basketball 12, junior varsity bas-

Victory Of Season - Meet Hornets

the mention on the All North

V-Ball

Score

varsity

for

Coast

day night from 79 p.m.in the
Womens’ Gym. There is also an

extramural

class

which

may

John

Callahan

and Carl DiMeff,

who spent more time in the Luji_berjack secondary than the H§C

defensive

backs.

Using
the
tricky

and

his

both long passes and
screen pass, Fisher

teammates gained yard-

age at will against the Jacks and

rolled to a quick 14-0 advantage
early in the opening stanza. However,
the Jacks fought back to

trail only 21-14 at the end of the
first period.
Speedy Jom Burman supplied
Humboldt’s biggest moment with
his
89
yard kickoff return near

the end of the fira quarter.
Saturday's game with the Hornets promises to be a big one-for the Sacramento eleven.
Not anly are the Hornets defending
conference champs, but
they also have back most of the
stars from last year’s team.
In fullback Mike Clemons, the
Hornets
have a powerful runner
any

time his

club crosses

be

Quarterback

taken for ', unit. This class neets
Monday and Wednesday at 3 p.m.
This is a WRA sponsored activity.
It is open to all interested women
and there are openings
on the
team for those who are interested.
Miss Barbara Van Putten is
the coach for the team.
An extensive background in volleyball
makes Miss Van Putten a well
qualified coach.
For
conference competition
the team is scheduled w meet
Chico State, Univ. of Nevada,
U.C. at Davis,
Sonoma
State,
Sacramento State, Hayward, and
U.O.P. Out of their league they
play Shasta J.C. Southern Oregon

Lyle James and

NEWSPAPERS
GET THINGS

ber of participants was 233.

ory.
When
Hayward quarterback
Jerry
Fisher wasn't riddling the

way

through would-be Lumberfor valuable yard-

age.

ial bombs

majority of Fisher's aerwere fired to receivers

Oregon J.V.’s
Humboldt State’s junior varsity football team will be trying
for its® initial victory of the 1967
campaign Saturday aftemoon when
the Junior Jacks host the Southern Oregon College JV‘s at Redwood Bowl.

The Junior Jacks opened their
season on a dismal note last Satufday afternoon when they drop-

October

College

of

the

ped a 13-0 decision to a powerful

28.

Exciting

New

Events

For Humboldt’s

On Tap

Intramural

“A new event this year will be the Turkey ‘rot. Imis two-mile toot
race is open to all students and faculty with the exception of curtent cross countfy candidates and track lettennen who competed within the past 12 months in the 880 or longer distances.
The race will start and finish at the Redwood Bowl track and
will include part of the cross country course. A frozen twrkey will be
awarded to the winner and annother turkey will be presented to the
team of otganization which scores the best. All entries must be submitted no later than November 10.
The final event on the fall calendar is the ‘‘Little 500” bike race.
Deadline for entries is December 9 and the event will be held at Redwood Bowl that same aftemoon at 2.
Each

entry

will consist of four ridets and at least two alternates.

All bikes must be in top condition and be able to meet certain standwill be checked

prior to the race. A complete list of rules

and bike specifications may be picked up at the Intramural

give

Bulletin

up 47 points and expect to

win.
Sacramento isn't as strong
offensively as the Pioneers, but
the Hornets have a much tougher
defense.
In linebacker Galen Sarvinski
and defensive lmemen Hank Fisher and Bruce Nance, the Jacks
have a solid defensive line. However,
the Jacks have been get-

name of the game and Van Deren's crew will have tc tighten up
a
sagging
defense in order to

Stop the powerful Homets‘or any
other Far Western Conference op

ponent.

Sacramento State junior varsity
eleven. The game was played at
the Round Valley Bow! in Covelo.
First year coach Bob Kelley's
Charges will have to spark up
their offensive platoon in order
to show well against SOC. The
Junior Jacks defenses potted Sactamento two quick tallies in the

first period,

but

stiffened

and

shut out the winners over the
next three quarters.
However, the Junior Jacks offense only managed to penetrate
as far as the Sacramento 20 yard

Hunboldt State's water polo
team will open its’ home season tonight at 7 when the Lumberjacks
entertain
the Chico
State Wildcats in the local tank.
Last weekend the Jacks opened their season with a FWC victory over San Francisco State,
10-8 in an overtime thriller in
the Gator’s pool. The Jacks also defeated St. Mary's College
15-8 in a non-league encounter.
Against the Gators, freshman
Marshall
Kane was high point
man with four goals. Kane also
took scofing honors with three
tallies against St. Mary's.
Coach Jim Malone singled out
Mike
Morey,
Eric Oyster, and
Ken Cissna for their outstanding
defensive work.
—
Chico State, this weekend's
foe, is the defending Far Western
Conference champion. Tonight's
meetis anon-league affair, while
both clubs get together againSatmind at 11 a.m. for a FWC tus8

e.

praised by coach Kelley for his
outstanding punting and lineback-

The early conference standings find the Jacks, Chico, and
Davis all sharing the conference
lead with 1-0 marks. Sacramento
State
has
yet to play a league
game, while Hayward is 0-1 and
San Francisco State 0-2.
Malone’s club will make another
home
appearance on the

ing play against the rugged Sac-

weekend

famento squad. Looney booted
the pigskin seven times for an
amazing 46.6 average.
The Junior Jacks are made up
ptimarily of freshmen gridders,
plus a few players from the var.

when
the
Cal
State
ward.

stripe.
Junior Jack,

Bo

Looney

was

sity.
Helping Kelley with the coaching chores are student assistants

Frank Matagliati, Hatold Nelson,
and H.J. Stoffel.

of October

27 and 28

Jacks
entertain the
Pioneers
from Hay-

NOTICE:
The HSC

Physical

Education

Department will open its facilities to the general student body
and public twice a week, Wednesday 7-10 p.m. and Sunday, 1-4

p.m.

Ee

@

Phillips

We specialize in tires, shellubricatiOn, and......
just about EVERYTHING! Tip-top tune-ups, too.
Check on our budget terms.

S&H Green Stamps

Coach Bud Van Deren’s Lumberjacks have one of the best offensive
lines in the conference
and
their 23 point showing against Hayward should have been
good
enough
to win most ball
games,
However, no club can

Water Poloists
Face Chico

Red-

College,

long game,

Jack
defense with his pin-point- ting hurt this season through the
lanes
and occasionally by
passing, swivel-hipped freshmen air
end
sweeps.
Defense is the
Bernie
Oliver was weaving his

woods, and San Francisco State,
Their first games are against
Hayward and San Jose.
They
will take place at Hayward on

MAX & JIM’S
MECHANIC ON DUTY
We give
th & ‘G’ St.

it to their liking as they easily
passed and ran for a 47-23 vict-

Host

Board.
All HSC students who wish to participate in any activity this
quarter are urged to check the Intamural Bulletin Board in the Mens’
Gym and get their health clearance forms from the Health Center.

The total num-

pass-defense
weak Jacks. The
Hayward
Pioneers explored the
Lumberjack secondary and found

end Bill Yurong form a powerful
passing
dno
that will give the
leaky Jack pass defense another

Junior Jacks

football 37, golf 7, swimming 12,
tennis 8, track 29, water polo 12,
13.

bring their potent

offense and stingy defense into
Redwood Bow! Saturday evening
with strong hopes of stinging the
Humboldt State Lumberjacks with
their second straight Far Westem
Conference
setback in two
outings.
If last Saurday’s HaywardHSC
game is any indication of
things
to
come, the defending
champion
Hornets should have
little
trouble disposing of the

The

uidfield.

ards. Bikes

wrestling

State's powerful

will

jack defenders
goals

ketball
15, cross
country 11,
varsity football 41, junior varsity

and

Sacramento

Hornets

ARCAT.

Camera Shop
The Best in

Photographic Supplies
822-3155
lestregeeeS

